Large, heavy equipment is difficult to transport and set up, when every minute needs to be spent on the task at hand. Textron Systems’ revolutionary new Synturian Remote includes mobile, network-strengthened tools that enhance situational awareness through timely information and collaboration. Leveraging the simplicity of today’s smartphones and tablets, Synturian Remote features a highly intuitive graphical user interface for ease of training and operation.
Synturian Remote connects collaborators in real time. The system is capable of sharing maps, videos, images, text messages and many more data types. Synturian Remote enables collaboration and situational awareness by allowing users to understand where personnel and assets are located. This capability enhances resource management and tasking when every second counts.

When unmanned systems are among those assets, Synturian Remote provides users with control and limited navigation of those systems. Situational awareness information can be exchanged between Synturian Remote users, as well as between them and users of Textron Systems’ Synturian Control multi-platform, multi-vehicle, multi-domain system. Synturiam Remote is small and lightweight, and can be handheld, chest mounted or utilized with customer-selected hardware.

The entire Synturian product family is compatible with Textron Systems’ iCommand® Suite, a visual management system that links people, platforms and payloads in real time. Together, the Synturian and iCommand systems help people, assets and sensors communicate seamlessly.